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About This Game

People, as I understand it, there are people who understand! Look, the first game about jeans with gateways.

Turn up jeans - This game is created to improve the skills of owning a mouse and keyboard. Speed is one of the main
indicators in our world.

Features:
• Good graphics and music

• A unique workout to improve your speed in tucking in jeans
• Develop your reaction in a geometric progression

How to play:
Moving the mouse behind the jeans and ←, →, ↑, ↓ and the "esc"

"Training aim" powered by Clickteam Fusion 2.5
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Music: Bensound
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Title: Turn up jeans
Genre: Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Anime squad
Publisher:
Anime squad
Release Date: 17 May, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP, 7, Vista, 8, 8.1, 10

Processor: Intel Celeron 1800 MHz

Memory: 256 MB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD Graphics

Storage: 40 MB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Arabic,Bulgarian,Hungarian,Greek,Danish,Traditional Chinese,Simplified
Chinese,Korean,Dutch,Norwegian,Polish,Portuguese,Romanian,Russian,Thai,Turkish,Ukrainian,Finnish,Cz
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Had a hard time figuring out what to do. Now I know this is an early stage of the game so I can't blame the developers for this,
but it's not my type of game either. I feel it's kind of mean not recommending this game because it's in such an early stage we
don't know what's comming next, it could be good, and it could be bad.

I'd like to contribute to the translation lol

(Also, devs, PLEASE set the default framerate at 60 instead of 20). Another Popcap Classic. Many a night I stayed up playing
this game when I first had it, and already I am staying up again playing through it a second time. Like the original wave of
Popcaps (Alchemy, Bejewelled, Chuzzle, etc.) ... this is a simple game to learn, but takes a bit of skill to progress. Lots of fun,
challenge is right, and the price is always right. Wish Popcap would go back to making games like this.. Only not recommending
the game for the price. It just doesn't offer enough to justify not being free or only a buck. Its fun to "play" but really all you are
doing is watching a very short and somewhat lackluster video.. Try to imagine Fist of the North Star, Berserker, Strider, Contra
and Ninja Gaiden having a NES/Famicom baby during the early '90s - the outcome would basically be Oniken.

As sword-wielding Zaku it's up to you to slice up enemies through 6 pretty challenging stages and to save the world from an evil
overlord and his menacing cyborg army. Especially the later sections in the game are quite tough but still manageable if you
memorize the boss patterns and make use of some simple methods.

Even though many players may not be impressed by the pseudo 8-Bit graphics, I still must stress out the smooth pixel artwork.
The devs sure have a good taste of gory Anime shows and rock hard sidescrollers from the golden past. Music, sound effects
and even controls all feel like a legit NES game and do their job perfectly. Sweet.

The only letdown is that it's not really a long game at the end of the day. Sure, the later stages indeed consume a lot of time until
you beat them, but theoretically it's possible to see the ending after half an hour if you're really good.

Ultimately I can say that Oniken represents a solid Strider/Ninja Gaiden clone with some really nice moments and awesome
boss fights. Preferably get it during sales when it's almost free. And beat the game in Hardcore Mode if you've got balls of steel.

7/10. ehhhh. I liked the idea, but there's so little actual game. It feels over in 10 minutes and I have very little interest in
replaying to find out the 'true' goings on.. Today i was SOOO SURPRISED by reading negative reviews for LaPeri ..
These guys complains about price ... saying that it should be even FREE!! haha... so funny,... did they just tried producing
something even 100x times easier than LaPeri by their hands ?? I don't know.. but I know how many skills and efforts need to
do something like LaPeri !
for me LaPeri - is amazing piece of VR expirience.. even more! - piece of ART! I've watched it in one breath! And I ready to
pay two times more for such completed stories in terms of vusual, sound, animation, story!

Great respect to all the peoples behind this... Guys you rock! Please, produce more things like that.. A game about 7 different
choices and thousand times hitting your "space" ^^. One good mysterious, strange, and dark twisted game.. Hit and miss... The
game is an RTS focused on combat. That means no base building or management of resources. You have a limited amount of
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troops for each mission and maybe some reinforcements in some missions. So you must cure and repair. The story is ok, nothing
special but keeps ya interested. Music is also ok. Graphics are old but kinda nice for a game that was released almost 20 years
ago. Along with the Dark Conspiracy expansion, there are 45 missions to play and it took me around 52 hours to finish it, so
good length. Decent voice acting.

Found no bugs and got no crashes. Runs fine on win 7.

Now, this game has several annoying things that will challenge your patience. Pathfinding is just plain terrible. Units can take
long walks around other units just to go behind them or take paths that you often need to correct. There are no tooltips or any
help in-game. Units are really slow, like turtles, so most of your playtime is waiting for them to reach any point and others are
even slower than others. The ultimate annoyance is that you can't save and the balance of the game on later missions is really
bad. Even if you select the easiest difficulty you gonna be overrun by a massive amount of enemies that, most of the time, show
up from nowhere when you're about to finish the mission and you're usually decimated by then. So play it again and again till
you get lucky. Pretty boring and frustrating.

Overall, the game is somewhat entertaining but pretty much aged and the strategy factor is kinda irrelevant when the game is
designed to jump on you with unforeseeable surprises. Guess I can resume it like this: spend 59 minutes taking care of your
units, repairing and healing, plan your attack, succeed with your objectives, reach minute 60, get a sneaky massive attack with
almost no time to prepare, die and repeat. If that floats your boat, by all means, play it. I didn't want the game to beat me so I
finished it but surely was tempted to drop it more than a few times. Games with long missions where you can't save and you can
die with no means of seeing it coming are a thumbs down from me.
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This game is currently one dollar. It's not as good as magical drop 3, but it's one dollar. It's a little buggy, but it's one dollar. It's
still a magical drop game. GGPO would be nice but like whatever, it's one dollar.. Its funny but you need a lot of patience if you
wanna play this game. This game needs some work, and if it does see fixes and updates I will gladly revisit it and alter my
recommendation. I found myself very frustruated with the game over all, while it has some great ideas it sadly falls short and
just feels like it is missing some final polishing. Detailed points below video URL.

I play the game here: https://youtu.be/-Y0qup5sq5Y

Now, here is the laundry list:

Pros:
+ Great stylized visuals for the inner cyberpunk in all of us
+ Rockin chiptunes
+ Its like playing an untextured Wolf 3D
+ Has potential to be better

Cons:
- Mouse rotation and straifing usually end up with you not being able to make a full turn. I would almost rather be able to turn
off mouselook, and rebind A and D to turn left/right instead of strafe as it doesnt help me any.
- Graphics might be just a bit to barren, its too easy to get lost
- The enemies that pose an immideate threat early on are all hitscan and fire faster than the chaingun demons in doom.
- God forbid you run out of ammo lest you have to use the powerglove which feels so useless
- By the way, if you have your fist weapon out walking over ammo does not pick it up. You need to have your pistol equiped.
- Title Screen is louder than all hell and does not lower in volume with settings.. I can finally flex my Lambo and make
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 YouTube vlogs. This game sucks. it wont let me get past the
FIRST question on the FIRST interview!. Good funing Game
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